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PROJECT SCOPE
The “Product Development and Systems Integration” project has the mission of training students to
become proficient integrators in aerospace product development engineering. Students from different
Quebec universities in collaboration with the Comité Sectoriel de Main-d’oeuvre en Aérospatiale (CAMAQ)
are selected to form a simulated company to bring into production a new aerospace product. This project
is completed in close conjunction with Bombardier Aerospace (BA), Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC) and
Bell Helicopter.
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This year, the company Eagle Star Aviation (ESA), was given the mandate to
develop a new pylon for the installation of P&WC’s PW305A turbofan on BA’s
CRJ700 aircraft. Deliverables and requirements of the pylon where defined by
a statement of work (SOW) and technical requirements document (TRD). The
project scope covers the technical aspects of the product design, but also the
industrialization and business case analysis to determine the project’s viability.
Major deliverables include:
•
•
•
•
•

A CATIA V6 digital mock-up of the pylon’s structures and systems under
configuration control
A certification plan showing compliance with all relevant FAR25 requirements
Certification testing of a major structural component
A manufacturing strategy and production plan
A business case demonstrating the viability of the project

Certain technical aspects were out of scope, such as fatigue, dynamics and
aerodynamic analysis. However, ESA was required to make realistic tradeoffs between cost, weight, maintainability, and environmental impact, while
ensuring certifiability and safety of the product. The allocated labor budget for
this project was 574,000$. To satisfy their demand, BA required the delivery of
pylons for 60 production aircraft and 4 retrofits per year.
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ESA’s structure had to be very dynamic throughout
the project. As the workload for each department
varied depending on the development phase,
the team structure was continuously changing to
reallocate resources where they were needed.
Every team member was involved in more than
one function, thus facilitating the integration of
different aspects of the project.
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Team structure
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

In order to facilitate retrofit, ESA had to minimize change to the aircraft for the new pylon installation. The engine
was positioned to minimize the impact to the aircraft from rotor burst and the engine mounts were designed
accordingly. The main strategy behind system routing, in accordance with certification requirements, was to
segregate the electrical systems to minimize risk of fire. Also, the systems were routed in such a manner as to
position the firewall interface as close as possible to the relevant engine interfaces.
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LEGEND
1-Front Engine Mount
2-Firewall
3-Rear Engine Mount
4-Trailing Edge
5-Fuel Lines
6-Bleed Air Duct

7-Hydraulic Lines
8-Fire Detection
9-Fire Extinguishing System
10-Leading Edge
11-Electric Harnesses
12-Skin and Panels

1-FRONT ENGINE MOUNT

The front mount transfers the full thrust of the engine,
the engine weight and the maneuver loads to the aircraft.
Made from titanium Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, it was designed
to minimize the damage due to rotor burst and to meet
load scenarios provided by the OEM.Ground Landing @
77°F and Up Gust @ 2000°F were the worst load cases.
The engine mount allows thermal expansion of the
engine via a movable link at the bottom. Stress analyses
were performed to optimize the structural strength and
to minimize the weight.
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Product Overview

ENGINE INSTALLED

2-FIREWALL
Running throughout the main center structure, the
firewall isolates the engine firezone from the aircraft.
The 0.02in thick titanium sheet and the fireproof seals
around it guarantee compliance to the fire protection
requirements.
The firewall was positioned to meet the accessibility
and maintenance requirements and it was designed
in such a way that the front and aft mount yoke can be
removed or attached without removing the firewall.

EAGLE STAR AVIATION

3-REAR ENGINE MOUNT

The rear mount assembly consists of a yoke, a support
structure and a torsion box. The support structure
attaches the yoke to the torsion box. The yoke and the
support structure are made of fireproof titanium Ti6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo. The torsion box is made of aluminum
alloy as it is not in the firezone. The rear mount supports
considerably less loads compared to the front mount –
mostly the engine weight and maneuver loads.

6-BLEED AIR DUCT

The bleed air duct supplies the pressurized air required
for the environment control system inside the cabin.
The system consists of a rigid CRES321 duct insulated
by 0.25in of mineral glass wool. The duct has an outer
diameter of 1.5in, with a thickness of 0.040in. These
components were designed to meet touch temperature,
fire protection and pressure loss requirements. The
bleed air routing, from the aircraft interface up to the
firewall, was done in order to provide as much space as
possible for the other systems. A bleed leak detection
system made of a dual detection loop is also routed
alongside the bleed air duct.

8,9-FIRE DETECTION AND EXTINGUISHING

The fire detection system detects the presence of fire in
the fire zone by using a continuous dual-loop sensing
system. The detection system triggers an alarm at
100°C degrees over the normal operating maximum
temperature to minimize false positives.
In case of fire, the dual-shot fire extinguishing system
discharge the extinguishing agent through two outlets.
The outlets are located closer to front of the pylon to
achieve a better agent distribution considering the
airflow direction. The system’s 5/8in pipes are made
of aluminum alloy while the nozzles, which are in the
firezone, are made of CRES321.

11-ELECTRICAL HARNESS

The electrical harnesses route the Full Authority Digital
Engine Control (FADEC), Thrust Reverser controls and
other control signals from the engine to the aircraft.
Proper shielding and segregation of different systems
are included in the design. The connectors on the firewall
are fireproof and have different key arrangements to
eliminate cross-plugging.

4-TRAILING EDGE

ESA uses the existing pylon’s trailing edge design
with a small change on the removable section to
accommodate the PW305A nacelle.

5-FUEL LINES

The fuel lines are designed to deliver the required
fuel flow to the engines under any possible operating
condition. The routing of the CRES321 lines minimize
the risk of fire ignition due to the bleed air duct’s high
temperature. The motive line shroud has an outer
diameter of 2.00in while the feed line shroud has an
outer diameter of 1.50in

7-HYDRAULIC LINES

The hydraulic system delivers the hydraulic fluid
required by the engine to operate in optimal conditions.
It consists of three rigid lines made of titanium alloy:
the suction line, the pressure line and the drain line,
having respective diameters of 1.00in, 0.50in and 3/8in.
The lines routing is optimized to reduce weight and to
minimize risk of fire ignition coming from the hot bleed
air duct in the case of an oil leak.

9-MAIN POWER CABLES

The power cables deliver the required power from the
aircraft to the starter-generator. The minimum size of
2/0 AWG copper wires is used. Fireproof feedthroughs
at the firewall are used to maintain a continuous cable
to minimize current loss. Clamps guarantee clearance
between the main power cable and any adjacent
structure or system.

10-LEADING EDGE

The leading edge was designed to meet the bird impact
requirements. Its profile was adapted from the existing
design and was extended to accommodate the new
PW305A engine with a geometric continuity.

12-SKINS AND PANELS

The upper skin was designed to support a maintenance/
service load of 250lbs. The lower skin has access panels
designed to meet accessibility and maintainability
requirements. Titanium skin is used in the firezone and
aluminum skin is used on the rest of the pylon.

Product overview
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DESIGN ACTIVITIES AND
MAIN DELIVERABLES
ENGINE POSITION

The engine was positioned to minimized damage due to an uncontained rotor
failure and to keep the same thrust line. Several engine positions were generated
based on rotor burst angles and their impact on the aircraft. The position with
minimum damage to critical structural components was chosen. The engine
mounts were also designed accordingly.

ROTOR BURST ANGLES

GLOBAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

To be able to size the structural
components, ESA determined the
loads applied to those components by
performing a GFEM of the entire main
center structure. The structure was
modeled in MSC Nastran.
By running all load cases supplied by
the OEM, ground Landing @77°F and
up gust @2000°F were determined
as critical load cases. From these
critical load cases, the resulting forces
and moments applied to individual
structural components were extracted,
GLOBAL FINITE ELEMENT MODEL (GFEM)
based on which the components were designed and sized.

STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS: SIZING AND FEA
The forces and moments extracted from GFEM were
applied to each structural component to perform a FEA.
This analysis was used to determine and optimize the
detailed geometry of structural components.
The FEA was completed using the CATIA V6 structural
analysis workbench. A linear elastic material model
simulating the operational boundary conditions of the
component was created and loads were applied. The
mechanical properties of the material were extracted
from MMPDS (Metallic Materials Properties Development
and Standardization Handbook).
From the results of this analysis, the geometry of the
components was adjusted to optimize load transfer
and to reduce weight. The results from these analyses
showed that the critical structural components have a
positive safety margin of at least 3%.
FRONT MOUNT FEA
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FIREWALL POSITION

The firewall acts as a barrier to isolate the aircraft from the engine in case of an engine fire. It also serves as a
breakpoint for all systems except the main power cable as stated in the SOW. Its position was determined with
regards to maintainability, serviceability as well as fire zone volume.
The volume of the fire zone has to be kept to a minimum to maximize the fire extinguishing agent concentration.
On the other hand, the firewall needs to leave enough space between the engine and the system’s connectors at
the firewall for maintainability
and serviceability.
Its positioning was therefore
a compromise which affected
the system’s routing by
defining the location of the
system’s connectors on the
firewall.
FIREWALL POSITION

FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENT QUANTITY VALIDATION

An agent concentration analysis was completed to ensure the fire extinguishing agent bottles already installed on
the aircraft are capable of delivering the required agent concentration as per certification requirements.
The most critical flow condition was used to perform this analysis. This analysis showed that the required
extinguishing agent quantity is less than 1.2lbs, which is less than the 3.3lbs contained in the existing bottles. A
space reservation was made to allow for a third agent discharge nozzle if shown to be necessary by certification
tests.

MATERIAL CHOICES AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Early in the design process, a preselection of key materials, based on carbon footprint, was done to define the
preferred materials to be used in our product.
CES material selection software was used to perform this study and the comparison criteria were the CO2 emissions
during the material’s life cycle. The materials chosen for this study were titanium alloys, aluminum alloys, stainless
steels and composites.
After comparing the carbon footprint of primary production, processing and recycling, the study showed that
titanium alloys have the maximum carbon footprint. This study impacted the materials used within our final design.

LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT (LCA)
A life cycle assessment methodology was developed to study and
quantify the environmental impact of our various manufacturing
processes. This methodology defined the guidelines used to study
the environmental impacts of the manufacturing processes of the
different pylon components.
The methodology identifies the inputs that have an environmental
impact. The analysis method and respective metrics are then
determined based on ESA’s requirements. This results in numerical
metrics that can be used to compare the potential processes with
the current manufacturing process. The environmental impact
determined by the LCA will be another variable, like the cost and
the time , that will be used for selecting the optimal manufacturing
process.

LCA STEPS

Design and Deliverables
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INTERFACE CONTROLE DOCUMENT (ICD)
ICD’s were produced to clearly
responsibilities of each partner.

define

the

FIREWALL ICD SAMPLE

VOLTAGE DROP ANALYSIS
The selected power wires comply with clearance requirements from flammable sources.
Additionally, a voltage drop and current analysis has been conducted to validate the wire gauge. The requirement
of 400A current complied with the starter-generator requirements. The electrical harnesses and power wires were
selected to comply with the ARP4704 and SAE 5088.

BLEED AIR PRESSURE AND TOUCH TEMPERATURE
For the dimensioning of the bleed air duct, two analyses were performed:
a touch temperature analysis and a pressure loss analysis.
As the bleed air duct contains hot air from the compressor, it is
considered to be a fire ignition source. To minimize the risk of fire and to
comply with certification requirements regarding fire protection, a heat
transfer analysis was performed to determine the insulation thickness
required to obtain a maximum touch temperature below 400°F.
To comply with the requirements for minimum pressure at the aircraft
interface, a pressure loss analysis was performed on the bleed air duct,
validating that the minimum 40psi required at the aircraft interface is
respected.
BLEED AIR DUCT

ACCESSIBILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY
The design was carried out to provide maximum
accessibility to the critical structural and system
components of the pylon. Access panels were
positioned in the lower skin to provide easy and
rapid access to technicians performing visual
inspections or maintenance operations. The time
required to do maintenance is therefore optimized
to reduce the time aircraft need to be grounded for
maintenance.
ESA demonstrated by using mannequins that
structural and system components can be visually
ACCESSIBILITY ANALYSIS
inspected through the accessibility panels. These mannequins are
based on a 95th percentile Canadian male in terms of weight and
height.

FIRST FLIGHT READY PROTOTYPE

A first flight ready prototype will be provided by ESA to BA to support certification activities. The prototype was
scheduled to be completed once the manufacturing machinery is set up and tested. As this will be the first pylon to
be manufactured, its cost is predicted to be 3 times higher than a steady state production pylon.
The manufacturing of the first flight ready prototype will be done using the same processes as the final production
pylon. Therefore, it will contribute to the production ramp up.
The total cost of 264,000$ for the first flight ready prototype includes all the instrumentation and a technician who
will be supporting the testing activities.
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FUNCTIONAL HAZARD ASSESSMENT

A Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA) and a System Safety Assessment
(SSA) were performed to ensure the systems perform their intended
functions under any foreseeable operating condition. They were
done in accordance with ARP 4761 guidelines. The FHA identifies the
classification and severity of each system failure condition and its
results are used as input to develop the system safety assessment (SSA)
using a fault tree. In the scope of this project, the fuel lines and fire
protection system were studied. It was concluded that the fuel system
and fire protection system are safe based on their failure probability.
The FHA & SSA results meet the safety requirements and were validated
by the authorities represented by Bell Helicopter Textron.

FHA AND SSA PROCESS

RETROFIT
As per OEM request, the new design must result
in minimum change to the aircraft structure. ESA
reused as many of the previous components as
possible in the new pylon design. To simplify the
design as well as the manufacturing process and
planning, the new pylon design is the same for both
production and retrofit pylon.

Modified
Modified
Modified
Replaced
Unchanged

MODIFIED AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS

WEIGHT

The Not To Exceed Weight (NTEW) requirement
specified by the OEM was 200lb for structural
weight and 30lb for the installation weight. The
structural weight has been reduced from 206.8lb
at the Critical Design Review to 199.8lb at the
Production Readiness Review.
Legend
TE:Trailing edge
LE:Leading edge
CS:Central structure

STRUCTURAL WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

TOTAL WEIGHT : 199.8 LBS
INSTALLATION WEIGHT : 33.4 LBS

INSTALLATION WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Design and Deliverables
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FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM QUALIFICATION TEST
As this is a flight test, ESA’s scope was only to
produce a Request for Test (RFT).
ESA chose the location for 12 sampling probes
within the engine and pylon firezone where the
fire extinguishing agent concentration must be
measured. The sampling probes are located
around the accessories gearbox, around the
combustion chamber, near the engine exhaust
and near the firewall where the agent distribution
might be obstructed by structural components.
The test will be done under 2 operating
conditions: normal cruise and after take-off.
These are the critical conditions that affect the
agent concentration.

Sampling
probe

FIREX RFT: SAMPLING PROBES LOCATION

STRUCTURAL TEST
Compliance of structural strength was shown by analysis substantiated
by test. A static bench test was performed on an early prototype of
the front engine mount. The prototype was manufactured by L’École
Nationale d’Aérotechnique. Testing this critical component allowed
ESA to correlate the test results with the FEM analysis results and to
evaluate ESA’s FEA methodology.
The prototype material properties were determined by performing a
coupon test.
Two representative load cases were tested. The first load case
simulates the thrust loading and it is a limit load case. The second
load case simulates a radial loading and it is an ultimate load case.
The test was performed at the Laboratory for Multi-Scale Mechanics
at École Polytechnique. A team of research associates and technicians
supported all the testing activities to ensure the quality of data
gathered and the appropriate use of testing equipment.

RADIAL LOAD CASE SET UP

The testing, structure and manufacturing departments worked in close collaboration to plan the prototype’s design
and manufacturing process to perform the test on the required date.
After the test, the data were compared to the FEM analysis and final calibration was done to the FEM.
The test demonstrates ESA’s design is conservative.

UNDEFORMED SHAPE

INSTRUMENTED AND PERMANENTLY
DEFORMED PROTOTYPE
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PROTOTYPES

Two metal prototypes of the front engine mount were manufactured by our
industrial partners at l’École Nationale d’Aérotechnique. These prototypes are scaled
to 40% and made of alumium alloy to fit manuacturing and/or testing capacities.
ESA worked in close collaboration with ENA to ensure the manufacturability of
the prototypes and to plan and track manufacturing schedules. A data exchange
control was used to ensure that the manufacturer was always working with the up
to date and approved version of the prototype’s design.

FIRST PROTOTYPE
This was the prototype used for the static bench test. It was based on a preliminary
version of the front engine mount. Some features were resized to be able to use
standard fasteners for the test assembly.

SECOND PROTOTYPE

The prototype represents the front engine
mount final design. It includes all the
features used in the optimization and
weight saving processes.

FIRST PROTOTYPE

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
PROTOTYPES

3D printed prototypes were used throughout
the project to present the design evolution at
FINAL DESIGN
each project review. Additive manufacturing
prototypes were done on a 3D printer using the fused deposition modeling
(FDM) technology (MakerBot 2X). These FDM prototypes are scaled down
to 25% of the real size.
FDM PROTOTYPE

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PROJECT DEFINITION AND EXECUTION

Based on SOW deliverables, the team prepared a roadmap for the
project. The deliverables listed in the SOW were used as a basis for
the work breakdown structure (WBS), which itemized and assigned
ownership of all the tasks to be completed over the course of the
project. Using the WBS and the roadmap, a schedule for each of the
5 development phases was developed and optimized before each
phase.
The scheduling strategy evolved from a complete detailed resource
driven schedule for each phase to a higher level, top down approach.
The final scheduling strategy was to develop a team wide milestones
schedule defining the required completion date for the WBS items
to be completed during the phase and key intermediate steps. At a
department level, plans were made by breaking down the WBS items
further, and allocating hours per week to each task. This way it was
possible to compare progress for each task against the planned
schedule and against the planned cost. Weekly progress updates, of
all the ongoing WBS items, were conducted between management
and team leads to determine completion percentage of each item.
Those items were translated into the earned value curve. Actual cost
was measured by weekly timesheets.

PROJECT PHASES

Project management
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One of the greatest challenges faced by management was the control of the labor costs, which was limited at a
maximum of 574 000$. These challenges were overcome by only allowing work to proceed if the value added to the
project was clearly defined. By the end of the project, the total labor cost was 557,564$. Another large challenge
faced was the transfer of human resources from department to department, and the ramp up of new activities at
the start of the different phases. This was accomplished by making management as lean as possible and shifting
management personel to departments lacking resources, and by transferring responsibility of tasks in innovative
ways such as requiring the testing department to conduct its own stress analysis for the structural tests. The total
development cost, including the consultation budget, was 646,418$ out of a maximum budget of 670,000$.

EARNED VALUE ANALYSIS

RISK MANAGEMENT
Project risks were identified over the course of the project and were evaluated in terms of probability of occurrence
and impact on cost, weight and project schedule. Mitigation strategies were developed for all risks. By means of a
risk register, the management team tracked the status of these risks to make sure the mitigation strategies were
being properly implemented and were successfully reducing the risk to the project.
The number of risks increased from the beginning of the project to reach a maximum during the detailed design
phase. As a result of the effective mitigation strategies, all risks were closed at the Production Readiness Review.

PRR

RISK CUBE
RISK EVOLUTION
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CONFIG MANAGEMENT
A configuration management methodology has been
developed and implemented to manage the product
structure and part lifecycle for the eBOM and mBOM. One
of the main aspects of the configuration management was
to adjust the need to control the product configuration
without compromising the design efficiency. Meetings with
the design teams were performed in order to guarantee that
the processes were adapted to their needs without being too
time consuming.
To control the configuration processes and methodologies,
operating rules have been defined which correspond to the
function of the IPDT (Integrated Product Development Team)
members. These rules include a set of rights and prohibitions
regarding ESA processes and are compatible with the security
contexts defined in CATIA V6 and Enovia.
A Configuration Management Board has been established to
manage the interactions between the configuration manager
and the design teams.
All the pylon’s components have been named according to ESA
convention and structured using a BOM. The synchronization
between the eBOM and the mBOM was managed using the
Production Planning and Resource workbench in CATIA V6.
The part lifecycle was controlled using maturity statuses
defined in the PDM and the transition between maturity
statuses was managed using several processes. To freeze the
design, the part approval process was used and consisted
of the verification of a component’s characteristics and
the validation of these characteristics by the relevant IPDT
function.
The Digital Mock-Up facilitated the product development in a
concurrent engineering context. To guarantee the modeling
consistency, a modeling standard and several guidelines
were developed which included the positioning strategy,
the one part per model concept, the part locking/unlocking
guidelines and the color coding guidelines.
At the Production Readiness Review, all the 305 components
of the pylon have been released.

PART APPROVAL PROCESS
Part In_Work
and available for design

Design

Verification by
designer

NO

WaitApp→In_Work
transition in CATIA

Characteristics
conform to
requirements?

YES
In_Work→WaitApp
transition in CATIA

Part validated
by relevant ESA
IPDT?

NO

YES
WaitApp→Shared
transition in CATIA

Part Shared

PART CREATION PROCESS

configuration management
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CERTIFICATION

The certification was an important part of ESA’s product development process. ESA agreed with the authorities
represented by Bell Helicopter Textron Canada on which rules and regulations are applicable to the design change.
Through several discussions, the certification requirements were defined and the methods of compliance were
validated.

CERTIFICATION PLAN
The goal of the certification department was to create and present the certification plan to the authorities to certify
the design product. The certification plan includes the certification basis, the general compliance plan and the
compliance evidence reports.

CERTIFICATION BASIS
The certification basis, which represents the boundaries of the certification program, was created. The definition
of the certification basis was based on the Transport Canada advisory circular AC500-016. ESA’s certification basis
contains 104 requirements.

GENERAL COMPLIANCE PLAN

The general compliance plan presents in which way ESA’s design meets the regulations specified in the certification
basis. The first part of the compliance method is done through the design and analysis and the next part,
substantiation, is done by testing (FireX test, Structural Test).

COMPLIANCE EVIDENCE REPORTS

ESA has created 16 reports to comply with the certification requirements.

CERTIFICATION INTEGRATION

To ensure the integration of the certification with other departments and to ensure that the design meets the
regulation requirements, the certification department has implemented the use of certification antenna. This
role was given to one person in each department. Their responsibility was to guarantee that the design met the
certification requirements. In addition, ESA’s certification department had a periodic meeting with the authorities
represented by Bell Helicopter to validate the design solution or to obtain approval.

CERTIFICATION FINAL STATUS

At the Production Readiness Review, ESA’s pylon complied with all the 104 requirements of the certification basis.

CERTIFICATION ANTENNNAS
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BUSINESS CASE & COST
BUSINESS CASE

A business case has been developed to demonstrate the profitability of this project for ESA. With an inflation rate
of 2%, ESA has an expected payback period of 5 years, with a return on investment (ROI) of 15.7%.
The main source of income is the sale of 120 production pylons and 8 retrofit pylons per year to BA. The ROI is
dependent on the selling price of one pylon which is $150,000.
Annual expenses include the production costs, taxes and the bank loan repayment. In the particular case of years
0 and 1, these expenses also include the development budget, the production ramp-up and the budget of the first
flight ready prototype.

ROI

COST
The total recurring cost of ESA’s design is 87 650 $. The
recurring cost breaks down into two categories: InHouse Production and Out-Sourced Production. The
recurring cost also includes a Margin of Error for the cost
estimation.

DETAILED RECCURING
RECCURING COST DISTRIBUTION

RECURRING COST : 87 650$
MARGIN OF ERROR : 12 800$
Business case & cost
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MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION STRATEGIES

The core competency of ESA is the production of aerospace parts from metallic
alloys. The make/buy strategy of ESA is to manufacture only those parts which
need processes that ESA has expertise in and those which are in the same
technology group. The manufacturing processes are selected to minimize
operating cost, to manufacture the maximum number of components using
same process and be environment friendly. ESA implements flexible tooling
solutions including modular fixtures and indexable cutting tools which allow
design changes and lower recurring costs. The manufacturing processes inside SHOP FLOOR LAYOUT EXAMPLE
the facility are physically located based on a cell arrangement. Each cell is setup to handle a specific component
technology group. This allows minimizing the travelling and part handling, which is one of the principles of lean
manufacturing.
ESA has a corrective and preventive maintenance strategy in place for managing machinery maintenance. The
sizing of the plant is determined by the demand received from Bombardier which is 64 ship sets per year including
4 retrofit ship sets. For the production of the pylon, ESA works 2 general shifts per day, for 5 days a week. The
ESA plant however is expected to operate 24 hours a day to maximize the return on investment on the fixed
costs such as the machinery, by running the machines in order to manufacture parts for another client. In terms
of human resources, ESA instills a sense of ownership
in all employees by giving them the authority to take
critical decisions and take responsibility for the tasks
they perform. The wages for all employees will be
decided based on the industry standards in proportion
to the location of the facility.

PRODUCTION STRATEGIES
The production schedule for the overall product
was prepared using Microsoft Project software. The
schedule helped us find out the resource usage rates
and capacity of the plant.
The overall production planning and the calculated
plant capacity results in a production rate of 174 pylons
per year considering a 10% scrap rate, while running
at 86% capacity. This indicates that ESA can produce
23 ship sets more than the customer demand of 128
pylons. Moreover, ESA can work during weekends to
meet a large rise in demand.
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TESTIMONIALS
Mehdi Ben Henia

This project gives you an opportunity to have a global vision of an aeronautics engineering project,
regardless of which department you work in. It highlights the importance of the organizational aspects
and makes you aware, through practice, that the management of a project and its resources are as
important as the technical aspects. It was an excellent introduction to the challenges of the profession
and increased my desire to be an aeronautical engineer.

Larabi Kdider

This project was a valuable opportunity for us as engineering students to handle the assimilation of
products in the aerospace industry. The academic professors, industrial partners, and ESA team
members gave me a good opportunity to learn how to manage the integration of aerospace projects.
Moreover, being the certification team leader in the project allowed me to learn to communicate with
authorities and integrate certification into the aerospace product development process.

Stepherd Kishore Raj

This project bridged the gap between university education and industrial work. It helped me to practically
understand various design, manufacturing and management procedures in the industry; in fact, I felt
like I was working in a real company. This project was an excellent platform to both apply and to increase
my current knowledge of aerospace design. The schedule and technical constraints on this project made
me a more efficient and organized person over time. My management, decision making and team work
skills are much better now, after the project, and I feel that I’m ready for the aerospace industry!

Michael Kuan
I would have never thought about the level of complexity of a single pylon of an aircraft before this
project. From all the different systems and structures to the manufacturing of the critical components,
there was almost too much information to process at the same time. This project taught us that one
person can never know everything and by working in a fully integrated team, everything is possible. I
feel very proud that our team was able to meet all the requirements successfully.

Nicolas Latrémouille

For me it was certainly a great challenge and unique experience to learn to coordinate the efforts of a
large team from so many different backgrounds and ways of thinking. I also had to learn how to make
decisions and trade-offs based on often incomplete information, which is very different from my past
academic experiences. Finally the greatest part of the project was the opportunity to learn and receive
feedback directly from industry experts for both technical and management topics.

Sreenath Menon

ESA wasn’t a project for me, it was a lifestyle. After all those sleepless nights, rough reviews and the
countless number of hours spent in the lab, I got an upgrade to my life. I learned what is real teamwork,
real time management, real friendship and moreover, I learned how to work as part of a team striving
towards success. Now I am proud to say that I was part of ESA and in the future, my actions and thoughts
will certainly develop based on the lessons I learned through this project. Thanks to one and all.
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Alan Padron

During this project, I experienced the biggest challenges I have ever been confronted with. As testing
team lead, besides the gigantic amount of technical work involved into the development and design of a
pylon, I had to be in constant communication with test technicians and external suppliers to make sure
to be on schedule for the final test. Problem after problem and delay after delay, my resourcefulness
and my leadership were always tested to find new solutions and compromises with technicians and
suppliers.

Philippe Prézeau

In school, the problems handed to us are relatively linear: you have your inputs A that lead to the
solution B. This project showed me that in reality there is much more freedom: you have a problem
in front of you and there isn’t that single solution. This is really a challenging aspect that I hadn’t faced
before, but in retrospect is also the best way to bridge the gap between school and reality. If school
taught me how to learn and work, this project taught me how to think.

Brieuc Queffelec

This project is an amazing opportunity to understand all the aspects of the product development as it
is performed in the aerospace industry. I learned a lot on the industrial practices such as the Integrated
Product Development and the configuration management and I feel this project is a very good transition
between the master’s degree and the professional life.

Sowndhar Salaman

This project helped me gain years of industrial experience in a few months. It also gave me a chance to
work in an IPT environment along with different industrial partners, which further gave a global view on
how aerospace industries work. As a Vice-Project manager, I was able to strengthen my management,
communication, problem solving and most importantly my decision making skills. And as a designer, I
understood the importance of certification, maintenance, accessibility, manufacturability (DFM/A), cost,
weight and schedule on any product design in addition to the efficiency of the design itself.

Wilton Zapata

The experience lived during the past eight months working on the product development and system
integration project was invaluable and highly rewarding at a professional and personal level. It gave
me the chance to understand and experience how a product is developed in the aerospace industry,
its different phases and how the integration is done between the different departments. And all that is
done in pursuit of the same ultimate goal, which is to obtain a product which successfully satisfies all the
requirements. All the skills and knowledge acquired during this project could never have been taught in
a normal course.
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